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Green and Blue Strategic Landscape Corridor 
 
This green and blue infrastructure is a core component in the acceptability of the 
proposed development. The Site is an integral part of the masterplan vision adding real 
value to the wider strategic development planned around Paddock Wood and acts as a 
facilitator in the following ways:   
 

• With other land parcels adjoining to the south and west, the site provides a 
significant and necessary area of ‘natural’ public open space that will provide an 
appropriate quantum of amenity space for informal and formal play, whilst 
providing amenity value for the planned and existing houses;  

• The Site plays a crucial part in providing community infrastructure for the new and 
existing residents of Paddock Wood with an important green footpath running 
alongside the boundary;  

• The Site’s northern and eastern boundaries are defined by Whetsted Road and 
Tudeley Brook respectively – the combination will form a strong and defensible 
new edge to the settlement expansion, thus protecting from future incursion into 
the Green Belt. Visibility to and from adjoining rural areas will be limited and 
cohesion between settlements will be maintained;  

• The Site will make a positive contribution to strengthening and restoring an 
integrated network of habitats for the benefit of nature – this is critical and is a 
direct response to the heightened importance of integrating biodiversity and 
ecological interest into new developments that is held within the Environment Bill; 
and   

• Use of the Site provides an opportunity for meaningful improvement to the extant 
local flooding and drainage issues. It is also an essential component of the wider 
flood alleviation measures that are so critical and necessary in this location to 
support the delivery of the new housing and, fundamentally, to protect the safety of 
future residents. 

Whilst commendable, this green and blue infrastructure designation, which includes the 
Site, raises a requirement to facilitate land equalisation agreements for the benefit of 
landowners required to “give over” their land for the future benefit of the wider community. 
The merit and benefit that the Site brings should be acknowledged and properly 
accounted for in the Local Plan.  
 
Comprehensive Masterplan  
 
Section 3 of the Submission Local Plan reveals with visions and strategic objectives and 
sets out the main guiding factors for different parts of the Borough. For Paddock Wood 
the vision is “to provide for comprehensive planned strategic growth that is fully aligned 
with timely infrastructure provision and which delivers significant improvements in local 
employment, town centre, leisure and other services/community facilities commensurate 
with its enhanced role, as well as ensuring that it is not vulnerable to flooding”.  
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Paragraph 5.193 in the supporting text to Policy STR/SS1, also notes the vision for 
Paddock Wood and further comments that it is important to “help develop the growth 
around Paddock Wood and east Capel strategically and holistically”.  
 
The Strategic Sites Topic Paper for Pre-Submission Local Plan (March 2021) explains 
that the appointed consultant team, led by David Lock Associates (DLA), correctly took an 
“ownership blind” approach to developing the masterplan vision for the planned growth. 
Adopting this approach ensured that the planned expansion fully maximised the 
development potential in terms of securing the important garden settlement principles, 
providing the key infrastructure in the right locations, without influence or favour on 
landowning interests.  
 
This ownership blind approach to masterplanning has directly resulted in the Site being 
positively included within the wider strategic allocation for Paddock Wood in the North-
Western Parcel (A) of Strategic Site STR/SS1 (Revised Map 27) and also in the Revised 
Structure Plan (Revised Map 28). 
 
We welcome the Site’s continued allocation, but continue to have grave concerns 
regarding the commitment to support the Site and facilitate its wider integration. This is 
contrary to TWBC’s adopted professional and independent advice from its advisors who 
have recommended its inclusion within the masterplan. It is essential now that TWBC 
commits fully to the entire masterplan vision, including the Site at Tudeley Brook Farm, to 
ensure that the full benefits of the masterplan are realised. We feel that the continued 
reliance upon the delivery of the masterplan through a Supplementary Planning 
Document is not sufficient.  
 
TWBC’s objectives for a collaborative landowner approach is reinforced in the Strategic 
Sites Topic Paper for Pre-Submission Local Plan (March 2021). This Topic Paper 
provides the background to the Strategic Sites Working Group forum and explains that all 
stakeholders were made aware of the requirement to deliver the growth around Paddock 
Wood and east Capel, in line with garden settlement principles, “acknowledging that 
these carry a higher infrastructure burden”. Paragraph 3.5 states that site promoters were 
advised that they may need to “prepare for the potential use of equalisation agreements 
in order to achieve [the] ambitious, but reasonable, objectives sought”.  
 
Chapter 7 of the same topic paper is concerned with deliverability and viability but 
throughout this chapter, reference is only made to the key site promoters. Regrettably, 
TWBC have focussed their attention on the four principal housebuilders: Crest Nicholson; 
Dandara; Redrow and Persimmon with little regard to the smaller site promoters. TWBC 
has failed to properly acknowledge that there are other important areas of land that, 
following independent review, now form viable and necessary component parts of the 
overall plan. This requires resolution in order for the plan to become effective and 
therefore sound.  
 
The revised wording of Policy STR/SS1 has removed reference to required land 
equalisation agreements. The policy wording within the Submission Local Plan 
acknowledged that it is “highly likely” that the development will require land equalisation, 
in the interests of astute planning and deliverability, and it continues to be the case that 
the Local Plan must address these land equalisation omissions now. Without the 
necessary controls to ensure the comprehensive delivery of the whole masterplan vision, 
the policy/plan is not effective and is, therefore, unsound.   
 












